There are also some great online games which can
help to further develop your child’s knowledge and
confidence in spelling.

Helping your child
with spelling

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/english-games/7-11-years/
spelling-and-grammar

http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks2/english/spelling_grammar/

Key Stage Two

At St James’, all children are taught year group spellings
as outlined in the 2014 National Curriculum. These
spellings include words that follow a particular spelling
pattern or are taken from the appropriate spelling lists
for their year group.

Silly sentences or mnemonics
This method involves making up silly sentences to remember
the letter order. You may have done something similar to
learn the planet names. Below are some examples…

Within lessons, children investigate spellings in a number of different ways to deepen their understanding of
both how to spell the word and how to use it in context.

Learning spellings at KS2

In Key Stage Two we are now explicitly teaching spelling
using syllables or ‘sound chunks’.

Bubble writing or colour writing
These strategies are about presenting the word in a different
way. That may be by using bubble writing to draw out the
word or using different colours to indicate different letter
types, sounds or areas of a word children find tricky to learn.

Spelling words are all split into their sound chunks so
children can then learn and practise spelling each sound
chunk before combining these to create the word.

con tin ue —> continue
sup pose —> suppose
ma te ri al —> material
Children will now also receive a mark for each sound
chunk spelled correctly in their spelling tests.

Boxing up the word
This is another useful strategy for visual learners; it helps
them to see the shape of the word to remember the spelling.
In this strategy, you draw around the word showing the
differing size of the letters. It is important to look for the
different letter shapes including ascenders (tall letters) and
descenders (low letters). Afterwards, you try to write the word
and keep the same shape.

Other strategies you could use at home

Counting syllables

Look, say, cover, write, check
This is one of the most commonly known strategies for
learning spellings. First, children look at the correct spelling
of the word they are trying to learn. Then, they say the
word out aloud. Next they cover the word up and try to
write it themselves. Once they have done this, they then
check their spelling against the original word (some children may need an adult to help check). If they have managed to spell it correctly, they could move onto another
spelling. If they made a mistake, they start the process

Imagery
For those who enjoy drawing, this is a fun way to present their spellings in an interesting and memorable way. It
involves writing the spelling out and decorating it with
different drawings or images that are associated with the
word itself. It is a good way to present any spellings that
are particularly difficult to learn.

Activities based around using sound chunks


you the 1st syllable, then the 1st and 2nd, then the 1st, 2nd
and 3rd and so on. Once they have the read the whole word
together, you can then turn the spelling away and ask them
to spell each syllable or sound chunk. They should then use
the word in a sentence.

Tracing the word This involves tracing over the spelling to
get used to the shape of the word. Children may want to
first write the word using only dots and then write over it or
an adult can write the word out for them to trace. This
method helps put the word into muscle memory.

‘Robotic talk’ - showing the word, ask your child to tell



‘Cut up words’ - using some of their spelling words for the
week, write each syllable in those words onto a separate
piece of paper and mix them up. When you read a spelling
word, your child then needs to find each sound chunk needed to correctly spell the word.

This list contains some of the words that children should be able to
spell by the end of year 4. The words are split into their sound chunks.

Spelling lists

This list contains some of the words that children should be able to
spell by the end of year 6. The words are split into their sound

